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Absnna~Distribution Automation is being adopted by sev- 
eral utilities to improve 'their operation. The importance of 
efficient, load shedding algorithms in automated distribution 
systems has been known for some time. Yet there has been 
very little work in this area; This paper formulates this prob- 
lem as a simple graph search problem. A simple and effective 
algorithm has been developed to determine the loads to be 
shed in order to overcome the abnormal operating conditions 
in the system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Load shedding may he the only option under abnormal load- 
ing conditions, wherein the system conditions may he so se- 
vere that they cannot be completely set.right by reconfigu- 
ration of the network. Some service restoration algorithms 
may reach.unacceptable configurations and some zones have 
to be shed, to reach an acceptable configuration. In such situ- 
ations, algorithms are needed to decide which particular loads 
are to he shed, so that service disruptions are reduced with- 
out sacrificing the service quality. Not many algorithms have 
heen reported so 'Fai this problem, even though load shed- 
ding algorithms are required in several situations. Aoki et 
al [ 11 describe a load curtailment procedure as part of a ser- 
vice restoration algorithm considering a violation vector with 
current capacity and voltage drop violations as components. 
A quantity called effective length of remaining violation is 
defined in [ l ] .  Loads in the end sections of the violating 
feeders that have the smallest value of this quantity are CUI- 
tailed. This metric does not appear to he appropriate, since it 
does not seem to use the fact that current capacity violation 
in a line, can be eliminated only by shedding a load that is 
getting its supply through that line. The choice of loads for 
curtailment is dependent on an arbitrdry constant. The metric 
can also be misleading due to the use of the product of load 
and remaining violation, as this could result in a small load 
that does not help in removing the violation being curtailed. 
Load shedding has also heen considered by S m a  et al [Z] 
in n slightly different context. They consider systems with 
switchable capacitors and on-load tap changers. For voltage 
drop violations, ifthe load point with violation does not have 
a switchahle.capacitor, it will he shed. If such a load point 
happens to be of a high priority, a nearby load point of low 
priority is chosen for shedding. For current capacity viola- 

' 

tion at a component, a low priority load at a point beyond that 
component is shed. However, the steps to be taken when sev- 
eral current capacity and voltage drop violations are simulta- 
neously present are not specified in this paper. The priority 
restoration algorithm of Teo et al [3] uses the load shedding 
method to remove the lower priority loads at.any bus. Re- 
Configuration at the sub-station is,considered here. Each bus 
in the network is given a priority number which reflects the 
importance of its load. If the total load of a dead island is 
greater than the capacity, loads of the lowest priority is done 
by a hest-fit method. The load of a dead bus selected is dis- 
connected but the bus still remains coMeCted. At the end, an 
attempt is made to restore the loads that were let? out due tu 
their low priority values. The restored sequence statts from 
the largest load in the highest priority group, followed by the 
next largest load in the same priority group. It is easy to see 
that theemphasis inthis workisonrestorationandnot onload 
shedding. Considering all these attempts, one can easily infer 
that, the load shedding problem has not received the attention 
it deserves. These existing algorithms are too nave and are 
neither comprchensivc nor cfficient. Here, wc consider load 
shedding as an independent problem and assess the issues to . 
be considered in developing efficienr algorithms for solving 
the problem. We propose an algorithm which fe-quues~a~lim- 
ited systematic search effort to determine the optimal load 
shedding. 

2. BASIS OF THE ALGORITHM 

As the system is radial, every zone is supplied through only 
one of its incident lines. Such an'input line is called source 
line of the zone. Currents'may be leaving the zone through 
several lines. Such lines are called the sink lines of the zone. 
.All the lines and loads that are getting their supply through 
a line, are called followers of that line. Followers of all sink, 
lines of a zone, put together are called followers of that zone. 
A zone with no followers is a leaf zone. It may he noted that 

~ all the zones that follow a zone are not necessarily follow- 
ers of all the lines in the zone. Shedding loads supplied by a 
feeder does not affect the operating conditions in areas SUP- 
plied by other feeders. Hence, without loss of generality, in 
the discussions to follow, we limit ourselves to a single feeder. 

Violations to he dealt with are, line ampacity violations and 
voltage drop violations at the load points. When both current 
capacity violations and voltage drop violations are simultane- 
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ously present, current capacity violations are eliminated fist. 
This is because, load shedding to remove a line ampacity vio- 
lation has to he performed only from the zones following that 
line, whereas shedding load anywhere in the feeder reduces 
the voltage drops throughout the network. Thus several of 
the voltage drop violations may get eliminated/reduced while 
loads are shed to remove the line ampacity violations. When 
several line capacity violations are present within a zone, vi- 
olations in those lines that are closer to the leaf load points. 
have to he handled first. It is easy to see that line capacity 
violations in zones closer to the leaf zones must be handled 
before considering zones that are farther away from the leaf 
zones. In the rare possibility of current capacity violations 
occurring in a leaf zone, that leaf zone has to be shed before 
handling other current capacity violations. For handling volt- 
age drop violations in a zone, it is easy to see that shedding 
its farthest follower zone gives maximum relief. Thus, while 
shedding zones following a line with capacity violation, those 
that also happen to follow a zone with voltage drop violation, 
are given preference. Only the leaf zones must he shed. Shed- 
ding any other zone, results in switching off of several zones 
liom supply simultaneously, and is to he avoided. The set 
of leaf zones’alters as leaf zones are shed. A non-leaf zone 
becomes a leaf zone, when all the zones following it are shed. 

The load shedding algorithm proposed here is designed to 
have three stages. In the first stage, loads are shed for elim- 
inating current capacity violations. In the second stage, the 
remaining voltage drop violations are eh ind ted  . Finally, in 
the third stage, we check whether supply to some of the zones 
shed, can he restored without causing violations again. 

Starting at the set of leaf zones, the algorithm checks for 
amapcity violations in every zone. A zone is picked up for vi- 
olation checking only after ensuring that all its follower zones 
are violation free (or are made free from violations by shed- 
ding). Current capacity violation in any line is eliminated by 
shedding some appropriate leaf zone followers of that line. 
Within a zone, with several ampacity violations, violations in 
lines closer to the sink lines are eliminated fist. By the, end of 
the first stage, the severity of the voltage drop violations gets 
reduced. While there are leaf zones with voltage drop viola- 
tions, the leaf zone containing the load point with the maxi- 
mum voltage drop violation is shed. Otherwise, the leaf zone 
follower of the zone with voltage drop violation, that gives 
maximum relief to the voltage drop violation being handled, 
per unit of current shed, is selected for shedding. Thus, if w is 
the load point with the highest voltage drop in the zone under 
consideration, leaf zone followers ofthe branching point im- 
mediately preceding w are preferred for shedding, over other 
leaf zone followers of the same zone. It is possible that more 
load than necessary, may be shed in some cases. Hence, in 
‘the third stage, the possibility of restoring some of the zones 
shed is considered. Priority of the loads is not taken into ac- 
count in the proposed algorithm. However, it can easily he 
incorporated by enforcingthat the leaf zones having highpri- 
ority loads should not be shed, as long as any other option is 

available for eliminating the same violation 

3. LOAD SHEDDING ALGORITHM (LSA) 
The steps of the new load shedding algorithm are as follows: 
Stage 1 (eliminating ampacity violations) 
1.Initialise the set of zones under consideration, 1, to the set 
of leaf zones’ 
2.Pick a zone zs I, with ampacity violations. If none can be 
picked, go to step 5 .  
3.Among the lines in z having current capacity violations. 
pick a line I, that is closest to the sink lines. 
If no such line can be picked, go to step 2. 
4.While the capacity violation in 1 is persisting, 
.fmm (he leafzones following 1, shed a zone, givingfirsf prior.. 
iry to zones containing the loadpoint wifh the maxinrtrrn volr- 
age drop violation, and secondpriorip fo zones thatfollow 
a,follower zone o f 1  having voltage dmp violation. Updafe 
network voltages and currenfs 
Go to step 3. 
5.Find the set of leaf zones 1’, assuming all the zones in 1 and 
their followers are shed. 
If 1’ is empty, go to step 6. 
Else, set I = 1’ and go to step 2. 
Stage 2 (eliminating voltage drop violations) 
6.While there are leaf zones with voltage drop violations, 
shed rhe leaf zone with the marintum volfirge drop violrrtion. 
Update nerwork volfages and curmnt.7. 
Repeat. 
I. If there are no voltage drop violations, go to step 8. 
Else, pick a zone z with voltage drop violation and shed one 
of its leaf zone followers, such that the ratio of relief in the 
voltage drop obtained in the worst load point of zone z to the 
amount of load shed, is maximized. 
Update network voltages and currents. Go to step 6. 
Stage 3 (hack tracking) 
8.Declare the set of zones shed as the affected area As, and 
rest of the area as healthy, Hs, and solve the service restora- 
tion problem for restoring as much of As as possible, using 
a moddied BLTA or  Aoki et a1 [4J, with voltage drop con- 
straints included. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The performance of the proposed algorithm has been studied 
considering several systems. Here, we provide a sample by 
considering a 470 node distribution feeder. This is a 13.2 kv 
system and a reduced system has been derived by merging 
adjacent nodes where ever possible. A schematic diagram of 
the system is given in Figl. The load points in the system are 
given unique numbers. The edge preceeding a node is given 
the same number as the node. The resistance of the lines and 
the currents at various points are available in [SI. 

The load shedding algorithm is used when the total load 
current in the feeder is686.86 A.  Corresponding to this 
load, current current capacity constraint is violated in lines 
2,5,10,28,57,72 and 97. The permissible voltage drop in the 
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feeder is 250 V. At this load the voltage constmint is violated 
at a numher of nodes. Since each line in the diagram rep- 
resents actually a zone, the lineinode numbers also represent 
the zone numbers. 

Starting at leafzones, all zones are tested for current capacity 
violations. No ampacity violations are found til a stge with 
1=97 is reached. 

where the drop is 263.8 V. Thus switch 337 is opened. 

This leaves 23 1 as the only leaf zone with voltage drop vi- 
olations and the maximum drop in that zone is 25 1.3 volts. 
Switxh 230 is opened and all voltage drop violations are re- 
moved, completing stage-2. 
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Figure 1. Singleline diagramofthereduced470node feeder 

The line with the current capacity violation considered is 97, 
where current flow exceededcpacity by 100.7 A. 

Among the leaf zones following the' line 97, the maximum 
voltage drop violation is in zone 470, where the maximum 
drop is 459.3 volts. Thus zone 470 is shed by opening switch 
445 first. Continuing ttiis process a number of ones are shed 
to complete the stage I .  

By the end of stage-I, leaf zones with voltage drop violations 
are 191,23 I and 360. The maximum violation is at zone 360 

In stage-3 it is checked to see, if any of the shed loads can he 
picked. There are 5 cut-switches at this stage. They are 230, 
276, 295 and 337. Moving any cut-switch results in fiesh 
violations, hence supply cannot he restored to any of the shed 
loads. 

At the time the algorithm terminates, the total load fd by the 
feeder is 45 I .5 A. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The importance of developing efficient algorithms for load 
shedding for use in automated distribution systems has been 
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highlighted. Issues to be considered while developing such 
algorithms are discussed. A new algorithm for load shedding 
has been developed whtch can eliminate both ampacity and 
voltage drop violations. The new algorithm is simple to im- 
plcment and involves only a limited systematic search. The 
practicability of the algorithm is demonstrated by illustrating 
its use on some realistic systems. 
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